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Peter	Lik	(famous	photographer)	put	our	thermo-treated	Elm	flooring	in	his	23	galleries	in	
the	USA	(at	le?	–the	gallery	in	Las	Vegas,	at	right	–	gallery	in	Miami)	



Museum	of	European	and	Mediterranean	CivilizaHons,	Marseille,	France	–	1,600	m2	of	
thermo-treated	Ash	
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The Museum is organised on three levels with an array of exhibitions, an auditorium and a
bookstore.  The rooftop is a particular feature and is set to become an iconic venue for the city with
beautiful panoramic views of the sea and harbour. At night a lighting scheme designed by Yann
Kersalé creates a magical atmosphere with shades of blue and turquoise.  

A wonderful setting to showcase heat-treated ash 
The top floor roof decking, which spans a width of 24 metres covering an area of 1600m², is made
from heat-treated American ash, supplied by Bingaman and Son Lumber Company in
Pennsylvania, USA. The top deck sits along the pedestrian route running through the Museum and
across Marseille’s historic seafront, so with a constant flow of pedestrians a heavy duty decking
solution was essential. “We asked the general contractor to come up with a decking solution that
could withstand an average load of 250 kg/m²” explains Tilman Reichert, the project architect.  Eric
Durand from Roofmart, the contractor in charge of supplying the heat-treated ash decking
comments, “The architect was looking for solutions that would avoid him specifying tropical
hardwoods; initially he wanted to try heat-treated pine but was not happy with the results of the
initial trials. The quality of the heat-treated ash we were delivered was first class. When the
architect saw the samples he was won over both by the aesthetic appeal of ash with its
characteristic grain but also its dimensional stability and long lengths (20 x140).” 

The thermal modification process uses a high
temperature in a controlled environment permanently
altering the wood’s chemical and physical properties. 
This limits the ability of the wood to absorb moisture,
so products are more dimensionally stable and less
prone to cup, warp and twist with changes in humidity.
The thermal modification process also removes the
nutrients in wood that would otherwise provide a food
source for insects and wood-destroying fungi.  This
increase in dimensional stability and decay resistance
significantly extends the service life and reduces
maintenance needs of the decking.  Given its marine
environment, the deck is highly exposed to weathering
from the sun, rain and sea spray so will be monitored
to assess its performance over time. Tilman Reichert
the project architect comments: “We believe that ash
with its long wood fibre will offer greater resistance to
wear than pinewood”. 

The decking is laid on a traditional system of boarding
joists to allow the insulation membrane directly under
the wooden decking to be well ventilated. The boards
were nailed not screwed which is visually more
pleasing. 

AHEC European Director David Venables says, “The
Museum of European and Mediterranean Civilisations
is a superb example of the use of newer technologies of hardwood durability enhancement. 



TV	Studio	Samsung	at	NBC	Channel	–	thermo-treated	sap	gum	floring	



Gum	decking	in	residence	in	Canada,	which	been	published	in	Canadian	Architecture	
Magazine	“PresHge	Design”	



Building	a	huge	fence	in	Downtown	of	Los	Angeles	around	a	new	office	building	of	Riot	Company	(the	cost	of	whole	
project	-	$3Bln,	realized	by	the	second	biggest	in	the	world	architecture	company	Gensler)	–	thermo-treated	poplar	



The	wall	at	TV	Studio	NaHonal	Ukraine	TV	–	thermo-treated	Ash	



Residents	in	Beverly	Hills,	CA	(sold	at	$5M)	–	thermo-treated	Ash	flooring	



Façade	walls	of	Road	Runner	bouHque	in	downtown	of	Atlanta	–	thermo-treated	Ash	



Hayat	Hotel,	Mexico	City,	Mexico,	Thermo-treated	Pine	



Organ,	Great	Britain,	Thermo-treated	Poplar	



Residence,	Santa	Ana,	California,	Thermo-treated	Ash	



Residence,	Santa	Ana,	California,	Thermo-treated	Ash	



Roof	of	Hotel	in	Las	Vegas,	Nevada,	Thermo-treated	Oak	



Residence,	Ohio,	Thermo-treated	Poplar	



Residence,	Miami,	Florida,	Thermo-treated	Elm	



Residence,	Ohio,	Thermo-treated	Pine	



Residence,	Tennessee,	Thermo-treated	Poplar	



Roof	of	Hotel	in	Kiev,	Ukraine,	Thermo-treated	Gum	



Facade	Moscow,	Russia,	Thermo-treated	Poplar	



Benches	in	Municipal	Park,	Moscow,	Russia,	Thermo-treated	Ash	



Quebec, Canada 
Residential House, 2010 

 
Thermo-treated Radiata Pine 



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Gum	



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Gum	



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Radiata	Pine	



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Gum	



Two	Residences,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Radiata	Pine	



Quebec, Canada 
Residential House, 2010 

 
Thermo-treated Radiata Pine 



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Radiata	Pine	



Restaurant,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Radiata	Pine	



Quebec, Canada 
Residential House, 2010 

 
Thermo-treated Radiata Pine 



Ohio, USA 
Trim 

 
 

 

Thermo-treated Poplar 



Residence,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Radiata	Pine	



Russia 
Deck 

 
 

 

Thermo-treated Birch 



Russia 
Wooden sink 

 
 

 

Thermo-treated Birch 



Chair,	Canada,	Thermo-treated	Poplar	


